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Kinneavy’s Communication Triangle

The Rhetorical Situation

The rhetorical situation model can be traced back to work done by I.A. 
Richards and James Kinneavy. 

Richards developed a method for analyzing the fundamental units of language. 
and the relationship between speaker, situation and audience.

Kinneavy used a similar method to help writers understand a situational view of 
discourse that is focused on context. This lead to the development of the 
communication triangle which symbolizes how the three main elements that 
make up any communication situation (writer, audience, and subject matter) 
are all directly connected.

Dynamic Equilibrium: if one element changes the others should be adjusted as 
well to meet the needs of the situation.



Bitzer’s Model

Rhetorical Discourse
Rhetorical Situation

Exigence Audience Constraints

Discourse Community
Discourse Tradition

Exigence

Initial 
Situation

ConstraintsAudience

A potential or existing imperfection 
marked by urgency 

Individuals who are influenced by 
rhetorical discourse 

Opportunities and limitations 
(people,events, objects, relations) capable 
of influencing the rhetor and an audience

Rhetorical
Discourse

Must have the potential to be 
modified by rhetorical discourse 
-  Invites it to produce change

Mediators of the change that the 
discourse functions to produce

Constraints influence human decisions 
and actions that are meant to modify or 
eliminate exigence

Changed
Situation

Significantly modified (completely 
or partialy removed) as a result of 
a fitting rhetorical response

Individuals affected by this 
imperfection

Constraintes participate naturally 
during the process of change 

Rhetorical Discourse: A communication artifact that responds to a particular situation to 
produce action or change or to perform some task.

Rhetorical Situation: The context in which speakers or writers create rhetorical discourse. 
According to Bitzer, it consists of the following three elements:

Exigence: An imperfection marked by urgency that has the potential to be modified by 
rhetorical discourse.
Audience: Individuals who are influenced by rhetorical discourse and who are also mediators 
of the change that the discourse functions to produce.
Constraints: Opportunities and limitations that influence decisions and actions that are meant 
to modify or eliminate exigence. Constraints are “capable of influencing the rhetor and an 
audience.”

Discourse Community: A group of people who "speak the same language" – people who 
share an interest in certain topics, know a great deal about them, and possess a common 
vocabulary for discussing them.

Discourse Tradition: Produces the conditions for its own continuity, recirculation and 
reproduction within a discourse community by creating or regenerating needs and promoting 
interests in an audience



Exigence
1. What is the exigence that called this discourse into

existence?
a. What problem is it trying to solve?
b. What question is it trying to answer?
c. Is this discourse a response to an imperfection

marked by urgency?
d. Is this discourse a response to a defect or an

obstacle?
e. Is this discourse a response to something that

needs to be changed?

2. Does this discourse merely respond to the exigence
or does it also play a role in constructing it?
a. Did the exigence exist prior to the creation of this

discourse, or was it developed through the
discourse itself?

3. Is this discourse pragmatic (practical as opposed to
idealistic)?
a. Has it come into existence for the sake of

something beyond itself?
b. Does it function to produce action or change?
c. Does it function to produce some task?
d. Does this discourse participate naturally in the

situation? Is it necessary for the completion of
situational activity, and does it obtain its meaning
and rhetorical character by the means of its
participation within the rhetorical situation.

Discourse Traditions
4. Who is the audience?

a. Who are the individuals influenced by this
discourse?

b. Are these individuals mediators of change that
this discourse functions to produce (in response to
exigence defined above)?

5. Who are the members of the discourse community
involved in this situation?

6. What are the needs of the discourse community
involved in this situation?

7. What types of interests are promoted within this
discourse community?
a. How are these interests achieved through the

creation of new discourse?

8. How does this discourse community cultivate
audience expectations about:
a. Appropriate forms of discourse?
b. Proper subject matters?
c. Right modes of argumentation in relation to a

given circumstance?

9. How does the discourse community interpret the
rhetorical exigence?
a. Does the discourse community recognize the need

for a solution or change that responds to the
rhetorical exigence?

b. How does this community influence what kinds
of communication problems or needs are
acknowledged and rectified?

10. What kinds of traditions within this discourse
community produce the conditions for continuity,
recirculation, and reproduction?

Constraints
11. What are the constraints within this situation?

a. What influences the decisions and actions that are
needed to modify the exigence (defined above)?

b. What people, events, objects, relations, beliefs,
attitudes, documents, facts, traditions, images,
interests, or motives influence these decisions and
actions?

c. Are there any constraints on the relationship
between the writer and the audience?

d. Are there any constraints on how the audience
uses this discourse?

e. Are there any constraints on the expectations of
both the writer and the audience in this discourse?

f. Does the writer or the audience expect certain
logical proofs or use of style.

The Rhetorical Situation Heuristic


